The present paper analyzes the MHD flow of nanofluid past a permeable stretched surface. The effect of non-linear radiative heat transfer, higher order chemical reaction and slip boundary conditions are also incorporated to the flow phenomena to enhance the heat transfer rate in the nanofluid. A suitable self-similar transformation is employed to convert PDEs into non-linear ODEs. The resulting set of differential systems is solved numerically by fourth order Runge-Kutta method with shooting technique. The impact of thermophysical quantities on the flow field is shown via graphs. The numerical results for skin friction coefficient, local Nusselt and Sherwood numbers are calculated and demonstrated via table. It is found that heat generation is favorable to enhance the rate of shear stress as well as rate of heat transfer, further absorption retards mass transfer rate significantly. Also, the thickness of species distribution increases as the order of the chemical reaction n increases.
INTRODUCTION
A nanoparticle is a microscopic particle of diameter less than 100nm. The nanoparticles are made up metals, carbides, oxides or carbon nanotubes. By adding nanoparticles in the convectional fluids like ethylene glycol, water and engine oil, nanofluids are formed to enhance the heat transfer phenomena of the base fluids. There are several applications of nanofluids in the diverse field of engineering such as heat exchanger, refrigerator freezers, coolants, solar receiver, radiators etc. The pioneer experimental work on nanofluid is obtained Choi [1] . In his work, he takes water as a base fluid which enhances the heat transfer properties of the fluid. Further, development of model by incorporating Brownian motion and thermophoresis in the boundary layer flow of nanofluid was studied by Buongiorno [2] .
The heat transfer radiation has many applications in the various fields such as design of engines and combustion chambers to operate at increased temperature to raise thermal efficiency, solar energy, semiconductor wafer processing, manufacturing of translucent crystals, energy transfer in furnaces etc. Akbar et al. [3] have studied the effects of the thermal radiation on nanofluid flow towards a stretching sheet with convective boundary condition. Second order slip MHD flow with the effects of radiation and chemical reaction has been studied by Zhu et al. [4] . Ibrahim [5] and Reddy [6] have considered the MHD nanofluid flow past a stretched surface with convective boundary condition and thermal radiation. Mabood et al. [7] projected their aim on Williamson nanofluid flow in presence of thermal radiation. Elbashbeshy et al. [8] , Babu and Sandeep [9] , Rahman and Eltayeb [10] and Mustafa et al. [11] studied numerically the results of nonlinear radiation mechanism for heat transfer of nanofluid past a vertical plate. Motsumi and Makinde [12] also extended their work by incorporating viscous dissipation and thermal radiation.
The application of heat and mass transfer is an important aspect now a day in industries such as the application of wet cooling water, drying, curing of plastics, food processing etc. Heat is generated when chemical reaction takes place between nanoparticles and base fluids. At that time the behavior of nanoparticles is observed which depending upon the sign of the chemical reaction. The rate of chemical reaction is controlled by the concentration of the species. Kandasamy and Devi [13] and Mahantesh et al. [14] have investigated the mixed convective nanofluid flow past a vertical plate with chemical reaction. Palani et al. [15] discussed unsteady nanofluid flow phenomena in presence of chemical of higher order.
The aim of the present study is to investigate the boundary layer flow of MHD nanofluid over stretching sheet under the influence of non-linear thermal radiation and higher order chemical reaction. Using similarity transformations, the governing PDEs are transferred into ODEs which were solved numerically by shooting technique. For the validation of the present result we have compared our result with that of earlier established result of Ibrahim [5] in a particular case. over a permeable stretched surface immersed in a porous medium as shown in Figure 1 has been considered. Let us assume: (i) the flow is steady (ii) the sheet surface gets heated at temperature and a heat transfer coefficient ℎ (iii) the flow is laminar (iv) 0 , magnetic field strength is applied normal to the flow (v) the induced magnetic field is neglected (vi) no slip boundary conditions are subjected to very thin moving fluid and stationary sheet (vii) the gravitational effect is negligible.
Figure 1. Sketch of flow
The governing boundary layer equations subjected to the conversation of mass, momentum and energy are respectively 0 uv xy
Using Rosseland approximation of radiation, the radiative heat flux is given by 
Substituting equation (5) in equation (4) we get ( )
The surface conditions are:
where and are the stretching velocity and wall mass transfer velocity respectively, a>0 for the stretching sheet. The similarity transformations considered are:
Using equation (8), equations (2), (6), and (4) can be written as
Pr 0
The non-dimensional forms of equation (7) are
with non-dimensional parameters ( ) 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The present study analyzes the boundary layer nanofluid flow past a permeable stretched sheet embedding with porous medium. Influence of thermal radiation and heat generation/absorption has been incorporated in the energy equation. The crux of the present investigation is the higher order solutal concentration. The governing transformed ODEs are nonlinear and coupled those are unable to solve analytically. The roust numerical technique such as RungeKutta fourth order method is employed accompanied with shooting to handle these set of ODEs. Initially, the unknown initial conditions for (0) Table 1 . The validation of the said results is obtained with that of established results of Ibrahim [5] in particular cases.
The numerical values of skin friction coefficient, Nusselt number and Sherwood number are calculated for distinct physical parameters such as M, Pr, R, Ec,  , S, Q, n in Table   1 . It is remarked that magnetic parameter (M) as well as mass transfer parameter (S) enhance the skin friction coefficient whereas chemical reaction parameter reduces it. Radiation parameter and chemical reaction parameter increase the heat flux at the surface but adverse effect is observed in case of mass flux. It is seen that Eckert number as well as heat generation/absorption parameter enhance both heat and mass fluxes at the wall. The increasing values of magnetic parameter and mass transfer parameter enhancing the skin friction coefficient and mass flux at the wall whereas opposite effect is noticed in heat flux. It is seen that higher order chemical reaction and Prandtl number has adverse effect on heat flux and mass flux at the wall. Figure 2 shows the velocity profile for interaction of magnetic parameter (M) and porosity parameter (Kp). It is observed that the velocity reduces with the increase of M. The fact is the inclusion of magnetic field produces a resistive force called Lorentz force which resists the fluid motion throughout the boundary layer. Further, the effect of embedding parameter, the porous matrix is also exhibited. It is clear to note that the presence of porous matrix decelerates the fluid velocity as well. Similar to that of magnetic parameter, porosity also resists the velocity distribution resulted a thicker velocity boundary layer. Figure 3 exhibits the effect S on the velocity distributions. It is seen that increasing values of S decelerates the nanofluid velocity. Figure 4 illustrates the influences of Prandtl number (Pr) and Lewis number (Le) on the temperature profile. Increase values of Le resulting decrease in temperature profile. Since
Velocity distribution
( ) 0 f  , Nusselt number ( )   0   − and Sherwood number ( )   0  − M Pr R Ec  S Q n ( ) 0 f  ( ) 0  − ( ) 0  −
Temperature distribution
Pr has inverse relation with thermal conductivity, the larger Pr reverses weaker thermal diffusivity and hence decreases the thermal boundary layer thickness. Figure 5 presents the behavior of the heat transfer for distinct values of Eckert number (Ec). It is seen that an increase in Ec, the heat transfer rate increases. The positive values of Ec indicate cooling of the plate therefore heat loss occurs from the surface to the fluid so that the higher values of dissipative heat energy enhance the fluid temperature. The reason is in the thermal boundary layer certain amount of heat energy stored up which favors in to increase the nanofluid temperature. Figure 6 depicts the importance of thermal radiation on the temperature distribution. It is noteworthy that an increase in R increases the nanofluid temperature. It is the fact that the thermal radiation enhances the thermal diffusivity of the nanofluid resulting a thicker thermal boundary layer. Figure 7 describes the variation of temperature profile for distinct values of heat generation/absorption parameter. It is seen that the heat source parameter enhances the nanofluid temperature whereas the reverse effect is encountered for heat absorption. In the presence of magnetic parameter which retards the velocity profile due to the resistive force at the same time certain amount of heat energy stored up in the thermal boundary layer with an inclusion of heat generation parameter. However, in case of heat absorption due to loss of heat energy the profile becomes thinner and thinner. Figure 8 represents the variation of temperature profile with different values of thermophoresis parameter (Nt) and Brownian motion parameter (Nb). More importantly, the effect of increasing values of both Nt and Nb, increase the temperature profile. In Figure 9 , the effects of thermal Biot number ( ) and solutal Biot number ( ) on the temperature distribution is shown. It is note that increasing values of both and , increase the temperature distribution. 
Concentration distribution
The influence of Lewis number (Le) on solutal transfer is demonstrated in Figure 10 . As Le is the combined effect of both thermal diffusivity and mass diffusivity, both have retardation effects on the corresponding distribution resulted in the concentration profile decreases. Therefore, as Le increases the solutal boundary layer thickness decreases. Figure 11 displays the effect of , chemical reaction parameter on mass transfer distribution. In the present study we consider destructive chemical reaction ( > 0) , no chemical reaction ( = 0) and generative chemical reaction ( < 0) are taken care of. In the absence of chemical reaction present result validates with that of Ibrahim [5] . However, for > 0, the profiles decelerate and reverse effect is observed for 0   . Figure 12 describes the variation of species concentration for different orders of the chemical reaction. It is remarked that concentration profile enhances with higher order of the chemical reaction. From Figure 13 , it is observed that the concentration profile increases as c Bi increases. Figure 14 examines the effects of Brownian motion (Nb) and thermophoresis (Nt) parameters on concentration profile. As Nb increases the Brownian force increases for which the concentration gradient of nanoparticles increases at the surface. It is note that higher values of thermophoresis parameter increase the concentration uniformly at all the levels.
CONCLUSIONS
i. The opposite trend is observed in solutal boundary layer with increasing value of Nb and Nt. ii. Heat generation is favorable to enhance the rate of shear stress as well as rate of heat transfer, further absorption retards mass transfer rate significantly. iii. Thermal boundary layer thickness increases due to increase in both Eckert number Ec and Radiation parameter R. iv. The thickness of species distribution increases as the order of the chemical reaction n increases. 
